Abstract
Introduction
Recently, an intermittent optimal control based model was suggested to explain the The previously proposed minimum muscle tension model predicts muscle activity 70 alteration between the agonist and antagonist muscles during reaching, but the predicted 71 pattern is different from the tri-phasic pattern (Dornay, Uno et al. 1996) . In contrast, we 72 show here that the MAC control signal predicts alterations in muscle activity that are 73 similar to the observed tri-phasic pattern. This bang-bang control signal, transmitted from 74 the brain, serves as the neural drive for generating muscle activity (Dowling 1992 ) which 75 will result in hand movement. Due to Electromechanical delays between the muscle 76 activity onset and movement onset (Norman and Komi 1979) , we expected some 77 differences between the transitions times in the control signal, which we derive from 78 kinematic data, and the transitions in EMG signals. However, we show that adding this 79 constant delay to our predictions drastically improves the fit.
80
We used EMG signals and hand position data that were recorded during center-out and 82 out-center reaching movements in a previous study (d 'Avella, Portone et al. 2006 ).
83
Movements were made between a center position and eight different targets positioned 84 evenly on a circle. An example for one movement is depicted in the upper panel of Figure   85 1A. All movements were characterized by sigmoidal position trajectories and bell shaped 86 velocity trajectories. We extracted the movement duration and movement length from these 87 signals, and used these parameters to calculate the Minimum Acceleration with Constraints 
101
An example for reaching movement and EMG recorded from one muscle during motion is 102 depicted in Figure 1A (bottom panel). In this example, we found that the EMG-detected pattern in all the muscles that were recorded during a single movement is depicted in Figure   106 1B. For many of the muscles, the EMG-detected transitions were remarkably coincident 107 with the MAC-predicted transition times. For example, this was true for the TrLat, DeltA,
108
TrapMed, and TeresMaj, and very close also for BicLong and Brac. However, for some of 109 the muscles, the MAC-predicted transitions times did not match the EMG-detected transitions times, but rather it seemed that both transitions were shifted together, 111 predominantly towards earlier in time.
112
A correlation analysis between MAC-predicted transitions and EMG-detected transitions 113 for all muscles of a single participant across all trials is depicted in Figure 2A . The information of each movement is represented using one square and circle. Empty squares represent the first transition data ( 1 t ) and circles represent the second transition data ( 2 t ). In each panel, the fitted regression line for the first transition data is represented using a dashed black line, and the fitted regression line for the second transition is represent using a solid gray line. For some muscles the predictions of the MAC model match the transitions in the EMG signal; however, there is large variability around the regression line. B) Mean correlation coefficient for all muscle across all participants. The mean correlation coefficient for the first transition and second transition is marked using an unfilled bar, and the mean value for the second transition is marked using a filled bar. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated using a t-distribution.
124
We reasoned that the variability in the ability of the model to predict the accurate timing ). Each movement is represented using a single colored square. The black line in each panel represents the regression line that was fitted to the data. By comparing this regression lines to an ideal correlation between the variables (dashed gray line) we found that the two values are similar to each other B) Mean slope and intercept values for all muscles across all participants. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval estimated using a t-distribution.
151
A different approach to understand the effect of the temporal shift on the ability of the 152 MAC model to predict the tri-phasic transitions timing is to find the temporal shift of the 153 activity pattern for each muscle. To do so, we extracted sets of delay values that generated 154 the highest correlation coefficient between EMG-detected transitions ( Figure 2A with shifted EMG transitions. We shifted the two EMG transitions detected in each movement by a single value out of five delay possibilities. Following this shift we observed an increase in correlation for both the first and second transitions. All notation are similar to Figure 2A . B) The correlation coefficient value as a function of possible shifts used on the EMG transitions. Allowing more delay values to shift the EMG transitions increased the correlation between the MAC predicted transitions and the EMG transitions. In all the delay sets, the same shift was applied on both t1 and t2 of the same muscle. This provides an explanation to the temporal shift of the transitions in the control signal 219 between groups of muscles that we found in this study. Finally, using the muscle 220 momentum and considering the limb moment of inertia, we can calculate the angular 221 velocity of the joint.
223
Figure 5: A sketch of the muscle activation system based on intermittent control. The brain is responsible for generating arm movements be sending a piecewise constant control signal which is filtered using a low pass filter and then transformed into muscle activation pattern based on the state of the muscle. The produced torque can be simulated by integrating this electrical activity and used to generate the arm movement. In this study, we showed that the transitions in the control signal as predicted by the MAC model hand movement match the transitions in the EMG activity, suggesting that the brain could use the MAC criteria to generate reaching movement. Bottom flow chart shows simulated signals of a single link arm movement using an agonist-antagonist muscle system activated using the MAC control signal. In each panel we plot the signals after the different transformations starting from a piecewise-constant MAC signal
224
There is a wide range of evidence for the existence of intermittent control in the motor explanation to the well known triphasic muscle activity pattern.
241
To further support the results presented here, we suggest examining the muscle activity 242 pattern during more complex movement, such as via-point movements, while developing 243 related computational models based on intermittent control. In addition, our predictions 244 may be tested using neural activity at higher levels of the motor system hierarchy. (1) 
298

Detecting transitions in EMG signal
299
To detect transitions in the EMG signal, we used an algorithm of multiple point-change 300 detection which is based on a Bayesian approach and implemented using the Markov Chain In such cases, we omitted the two additional transitions and considered only the transitions 307 between the first phase and third phase of the pattern. 
